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1.

introduction

This guidance describes in detail a framework to enable the evaluation of the level of our concern as
a consequence of a worry. At the heart of the framework is an evaluation of risk to individuals,
communities and public resources and assets. The framework also provides a range of
proportionate options for follow up of that worry.

2.

Application

This framework should be applied whenever we evaluate the level of concern in any aspect of the
healthcare commission's work with healthcare organisations. It relates equally to one off events,
• confirmed failures and persistent poor performance.
The framework is "scalable" — it can be applied in proportion to the level of concern. At its simplest,
it can be applied using the five questions in table 2 and the I evel of concern matrix in table 9. The
rest of the framework and the complementary education available via People Development [link] are
designed to enable:
consistency in evaluation, decision making and action
•
breadth of evaluation, and
•
quality assurance of decision making.
•
Some concerns demand our immediate and urgent action. lf, for example during a site visit, you
were to see a patient tied to a chair, or a bloc ked fire escape, immediate action would be needed to
ensure safety and well being. It would not be necessary to explicitly evaluate the level of concern in
these cases, but having developed an understanding of the framework, you rnight instinctively be
able to justify your reaction using it.
Our decisions about concerns are summarised in the organisational risk profile. They allow us to
identify proportionate methods to follow up worries by:
sharing and/or gathering rnore information,
•
applying levers for improvement with internal and external partners, and
•
measuring the effect of our (or others') action.
•
The follow up methods chosen and responsibility for their implernentation are recorded in the
regulatory plan.

3.

Overview

Concerns arise from a variety of sources. These fall into 3 categories: measured or potential under
performance, ad hoc information and clusters of information.
Our evaluation of the level of concern answers the questions:
"What does this mean for individuals, communities and public resources and assets?" and
therefore
"How concerned are we, the regulator, about thi s?"
To answer the first question we use a slight modification on the common format of risk assessment:
(likelihood +/- confidence) x (severity + vulnerability) = level of concern.
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The measurement of likelihood and severity reflects possible unintended or unexpected adverse
impact on the:
health and well-being of individuals — principally patients but also healthcare staff, carers and
•
visitors to healthcare settings
health and well-being of communities (or society as a whole) — particularly those who are at
greatest risk of illness or who have poor access to healthcare
use of public resources and assets , in terms of economy, efficiency and effectiveness
The likellhood of "individuals, communities or public resources and assets" being affected is largely
dependent on the ability of the healthcare organisation to address the issues and ensure safety and
well being. The severity of impact is greater if those affected by the concern are vulnèrable e.g. as a
result of disability, language barriers, dependence on service provision, age (children or older
people), or mental capacity etc.
Because individuals, communities and public resources and assets are at the heart of our analysis,
it provides a framework that others can relate to and therefore enables us to explain our concern to
those who might help improve healthcare. In particular, this facilitates:
healthcare organisations' understanding of our level of follow up action,
negotiations at risk summits or case conferences with others who may have levers for
improvement that would help secure effective change and
discussions with those who can maintain pressure on implementation of healthcare
organisations' action plans:
— for NHS organisations, SHAs
— for Foundation Trusts, Monitor
- for independent organisations, where applicable, the Responsible lndividual or Registered
Provider (who monitor improvement led by the Registered Manager).
To answer the second question, "how concerned are we, the regulator, about this?", we take
evaluation of level of concern and decide what action needs to be taken and by whom.
Bringing both the evaluation of level of concern and our decisions on action together our process for
deciding what follow up action to take is based on five key questions:
1 what is worrying us?
2 how likely is it that individuals, communities and public resources and assets will be
affected as a result of this?
3 how confident are we that the necessary improvements are being appropriately made?
4 how severe would the impacts on individuals, communities and public resources and
assets be?
5 what action could be taken by whom to ensure improvement?
It is important that our evaluation and decisions are dear and consi stent. The prom pts and grading
tables in section 5 help ensure consistency and enable quality assurance of decision-making.

4.

Terminology

Words used in relation to evaluation of concern are potentially confusing. 'Worry' should therefore
be used when referfing to worries/sources of concern/risk framework quésfion 1.
Worries go in and concerns come out of our evaluation!
Worries are evaluated to identify concerns and rneasure risks!
A full glossary is included at Annex D. Table 1 contains key definitions used throughout this
document
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Worry (often incorrectly
called a concern: see
definitions below)

Concern

Concerns
Source of concern
(noun)
Level of concern •

5.

Our initial reaction to a piece of information or a collection of information
which may illustrate potential risks to individuals, communities and/or
public resources and assets. (A thing that bothers us for a reason we are
not completely sure of, a suspicion or historic evidence of trouble, nothing
more.)
Risk framework question 1
One of four descriptions of the level of concern: business as usual, minor
concern, concern, serious concern.
Risk framework question 5
Collectively, a group of minor concerns +/ concárns +/ serious concerns.
Risk framework question 5
Sources of concern are categorised as: measured or potential under
performance, ad hoc information or clusters of information.
Risk framework question 1
An evaluation of the seriousness of potential risks to individuals,
communities and/or public resources and assets. An answer to the
questions:
"What does this mean for individuals, communities and public
resources and assets?"
and
"How concerned are we, the regulator, about thi s?"
Risk framework questions 2, 3, 4 and 5

Processes using this evaluation

A variety of processes make use of this evaluation. In general they enable recording and sharing
decisions in a risk profile:
about what to do in response to a single worry, e.g. in the IH regulatory assessment record
(RAR) and other targeted workstreams (implementation increasingly in hygiene code, core
standards assessments, controlled drugs, IR(ME)R, reviews & studies, investigations,
interventions)
about what to do in response to m ultiple or widespread worries, e.g. in the organisational risk
profile (ORP)
in preparation for a risk summit (for single or multiple/widespread worries) e.g. in the
organisational risk profile (ORP)
and subsequently recording and sharing dec isions in a regulatory plan to enable
targeted information sharing, joint activity or enforcement
•
quality assurance of decision making, record keeping and information flows
•
publication of regulatory plans.
•
These processes are described separately. Generically, they follow the format in Figure 1.
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Figure 1

Generic process for following up concerns

c,
QA

= QueIty assurance points

= Speed of flow dependent on
urgency of action reguired

Risk framework:
Question 1
RECOGNISE CONCSN

Risk frarnework:
Questions2-5

PUBLISH
regulatory plan

TRIAGE

Risk frernewoffc
Tables 11 & 12
TAKE ACI1ON

PUBLISH
report of findings

REPORT on findings

PUBLISH
review of effectivenes

REVIEW
EFFECTIVENESS OF
ACTION

-411-

In many cases it is appropriate to work with Investigations/Enforcement Officers and Legal teams, to
ensure that the triage, action and review stages are in line with statutory requirements.

6.

What does this m ean for individuals, corn munities and public resources and assets?

Our evaluation of the level of concern enables us to answer the question: What does this mean for
individuals, communities and public resources and assets? This evaluation is based upon 5
questions. Table 2 explains the purpose of each of the questions and provides prompts to support
the evaluation.
It is important that evaluations made are consistent across the healthcare commission and ac-ross
all healthcare organisations. The sections following table 2 take each question in turn and conta in
tables to help those working with healthcare organisations evaluate a concern consistently. They
also support quality assurance processes by providing a benchmark against which we can ensure
that we are reacting consistently and proportionately to concerns.
The likelihood and s everity tables supporting questions 2 and 4 of the risk framework are graded in
line with the NPSAs guidance' for risk managers, clinicians and healthCatestaffgenerattrAgain,
this provides a framework that others can relate to and supports consistency of analysis across
healthcare organisations.

A riskinatrix for risk managers" Januaw2008
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Vable 2

Tool to he/p consideration of level of concern
he,gueStiOn :bp liés>,<.-étruá
-,/,‘-sMet44",
orcianisationskant renables
what is worrying
> identify a source of concern (see table 3);
> define or limit an area of concern or describe
s?
a frame of reference (e.g. Annual Health
iP
Check or Annual Self Assessrnent for 1H
1
organisations, organisational risk profile);
> identify relevant published legislation
2 how likely is it
> establish latest measurement of likelihood
Ithat individuals,
that something will happen to individuals,
cornmunities and
cornmunities and public resources and assets
public resources and
aá a result of the thing we're worried about;
assets will be
> show how different this is from the norm.
affected as a result
of thia?
3 how confident
• modify our likelihood estimate in terms of
organisational capability; speed and direction
lare we that the
necessary
of travel;
improvements are
> establish our confidence in the organisation's
ability to improve without our intervention;
being appropriately
> see whether or not we need to intervene, or
made?
enable others to intervene to ensure
improvement.
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What are the sources of concern?
Is the information robust?
Do we have enough information to make a decision?
How up-to-date is our information?
What feedback from local people (patients, carers, visitors, staff, partners) do
we have?
> How relevant is the concern to the population and patients served by this
organisation?
> How often may incidents or complaints happen?
> Within the total population how big is the group that might be influenced (e.g. all
sufferers of a particular condition)
> 1s this a general failure across the whole of the healthcare organisation or
restricted to a particular part of it?
> Is the organisation capable of identifying and responding to this failure
appropriately?
> What is the organisation's history of compliance and response to regulatory
concern?
> Is current management mitigating future problems? (e.g. deficiencies in training
today may result in poorly prepared staff tomorrow)
> Are other regulators or improvement bodies already helping to overcome this
concern?

6

how severe would
t he impacts on
1
individuals,
bommunities and
pi ublic resources and
'assets be?

i

> judge severity of impact on individuals,

>

comunities
m
and public resources and assets
e.g. identify any severe risk to the safety,
health or well being of a person or comrnunity.
modify our severity consideration to take
account of impact upon vulnerable people.

> How long will the impact be felt for?
> What proportion of the group identified in question 2 might be influenced (e.g.
20% of all sufferers of that condition)

> How much treatment or care will be needed to overcome the impact?
> How will treatment or care costs change in relation to the budget?
> What effect will this have on human resources, brganisational development,
staffing levels or staff competence?

> Will this impact efficiency of organisational or project management, or access to
the service?

> Will they or we have adverse publicity as a result of this?
> Will increased litigation impact on the public purse?
> What impact will this have on the environment in which care is given or the
environment enjoyed by the community?

> Are the people affected by the concern particularly vulnerable i.e. dependent on
staff to safequard their rights and well-being?
5 what action could
be taken by whom to
ensure
improvement?
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> conclude the level of the concern (business

> What is the risk to individuals, communities and public resources and assets and

as usual, minor concern, concern or serious
concern);
> guide our priority for action and enable
appropriate follow up;
> justify use of public resources on this concern;
> identify the best lever for improvement and
enable agreement to act accordingly.

therefore what is our level of concern?
.
>•What other regulatory plans are in place? Is it approPriate to treat this concern
separately, or should we address it as part of a cluster of concerns?
> W-io has the best lever for improvement in this situation?
> Do we have enough evidence to enable us (or others) to use enforcement
powers to react effectively to this concern?
> Will regulatory action result in new risks? Do they outweigh the original risk? e.g.
what happens to patients if a service closes?
> When do 1 want to review this plan?
> Are the performance manager and the healthcare organisation maintaining
pressure on implementation of oroanisation's action plans?
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Question 1: what is wo nying us?
The first step in evaluating the level of a concern is establishing the source of our concern. This
involves describing and evaluating the information that is causing us to worry using the prompts in
table 2. The first prompt is: what are the sources of concern? Table 3 categorises sources of
concern as either: measured under performance, ad hoc information or clusters of information and
provides some examples of each:
Exarnrles of soUrces of concern uestion 1
ho noratiOfl=

Table 3

Sa

diu

trewri

d

unusual
performance
indicators
• screening
processes
• single instances of
non-compliance
• clinical outliers
• breach
• offence
• partner bodies'
findings
•
• surveys
" This list is not exhaustive
•

•
•

local intelligence
corporate correspondence
newspapers
the help-line
whistleblowers
information or referral from
partner organisations
statutory or SUI notifications
patient intelligence
('concerning information' in IH
and the equivalent in NHS)
safeguarding information
complaint analysis

•
•

•

•
•

unusual trends in local
intelligence
serial non-cornpliance (over
time; within or across the
sarne or different areas)
serial fair performance (over
time; within or across the
same or different areas)
geograph ical trends in
.perforrnance
trends in performance over
specific topic areas/
requirements

Our evaluation of level of concern should be carried out only where observations are outside normal
limits. For example, we know that deaths caused by anaesthetic errors are very rare, occurring in
about 1 in 185,000 general an aesthetics given in the UK 2 . Measured performance outside of this
range would be a source of concern. Some organisations do "just enough" to get through an
assessment. Doing this repeatedly is a source of concern. Some organisations fail against one or
two targets or have the occasional safeguarding concern. Widespread failure or a pattern of
safeguarding incidents is a source of concern.
Many of the healthcare commission's information analysis systems, particularly those associated
with annual assessments, are focused on identifying the risk of (sornetimes undeclared) non
compliance against standards and regulati ons. In those systems, engagement forms are analysed
to identify "nugg ets". These are then coded a nd entered into IH or NHS screening databases to
provide an indicator of likelihood of non compliance against a particular standard or regulation. In
this way, ad hoc information is used twice: first, on receipt to see if any individual worries are
generated, and then within a screening databa se in support of assessment against standards and
regulations. In effect, this is a form of clustering, an illustration Of how we cari use all of the
information we hold, looking at it from different angles, giving us an early warning of potential
concerns. By bringing together all of our concerns into one place, the organisational risk profile does
the same thing.

2 Risks associated with your anaesthetic - Information for Patients: The Royal College of Anaesthetists
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Question 2: how Ilkely Is it that individuals, communities and public res purces and assets
will be affected as a result of thls?
Many policies, procedures, structures and guidel ines are developed to help reduce variation and
reduce the likelihood that something unexpected or unintended will happen or recur. Many of our
systems for measuring performance, measure the presence or effectiveness of this type of control
measure. They therefore, often indicate how likely it is that something unexpected or unintended will
happen or recur. For exam ple, poor cornmissioning structures and processes are more likely to
result in poor service provision in relation to the needs of the community or poor value for money. A
history of not achieving performance reqiiirements or performing poerly against defined indicators,
suggests likely future poor performance.
Not all of our likelihood considerations are already measured. Not all worries can be mapped to
standards or requirements. Some worries are based on ad hoc information. In these cases we
consider the source of concern in context, to judge the likelihood that individuals, communities and
public resources and assets will be affected. Table 4 helps us to grade our likelihood j udgements
consistently, whatever the source of concern. NB the full wording for each prompt is included in
table 2. Each has been summarised or shortened to fit into this table.

Table 4

>

How
relevant

Likelihood radin question 2

Not relevant to the
affected indivIduals
community and/or
publIc resources
and assets

MIght be relevant to
a few of file affected
communIty and/or
public resources
and assets

2- - =- - --Definitely relevant to
some of the affected
IndIvIduals,
communIty and/or
publIc resources
and assets
Breach of legal
requIrernent

DefinItely relevant to
most of the affected
community and/or
publlc resources
and assets

Definitely relevant to
all of the affected
IndIviduals,
community and/or
publIc resources
and assets

> How
often

This wIll probably
never happen/recur

Do not expect It to
happen/recur but it
is possIble it may do
so

MIght happen or
recur occaslonally

probably
happen/recur but tt
Is not a persIsling
Issue

WII probably
happen/recur,
possIbly frequently

>, How big
is the
group

<0.1 per cent of the
total population

<0.1-1 per cent of
the total populatIon

<1-10 per cent of
the total population

<10-50 per cent of
the total populalion

>50 per cent of the
total populatIon

Question 3: how confident are we that the necessary improvements are beIng appropriately
made?
The estimate of likelihood can be modified by consideration of our confidence in the organisation's
direction of travel, history of response to regulatory concerns and engagement of other partners. ln
particular repeated failure to meet standards and regulations , or repeated failure to meet patient
expectations would probably lead us to increase our judgement of the likelihood that individuals,
communities and public resources and assets will be affected as a result of a source of concern.
There is no pre-determined formula for applying this modification — it is a judgement call as to
whether the current management will affect (reduce or increase) the I ikelihood of an outeeffteor not.
Table 5 provides examples to grade this judgement.
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Table 5
Confidence cyradin q (Question 3
_
__
_
.fideW -_-1-7—
,1Bromptafromlable,2: -,_t its
ConsIstently causing concern.
Response to
Previous concerns not
concerns
responded to well
.
Leadership
Not recognIsIng problems or
capability and
evaluating thern well
capacity
Partnership
Few or unsuccessful

-Colifide-

partnershIps In place

-

1-- -- :=E-

— -- -

-- --

-

Few concerns raIsed and
generally well responded to

Concerns rare and always well
responded to

RecognIsIng and evaluating
problems well. WIling to modify
plans to speed up or better
enable improvernent

RecognIse own Issues, evaluate
them well and appropriate plans
in place to address thern

Partnerships in place and
Irnprovernent ongoing

Appropriate partnershIps in
place. All relevant partners
engaged

Governance &
assurance systems

Policy wntten but not
Implernented Poor or
i ncomplete systems. Failures
against cornplIance with
standards

Systems irnplernented and
Irnprovernent ongoIng

•Systerns fully I rnplernented and
performance Kn provement
systems In place

Patient and public
involvement

Few or unsatIstactory systems
In place

Systems Implernented and
Irnprovement ongoIng

Systems fully Irnplernented and
performance Irnprovernent
systems In place

Question 4: how severe would the impacts on Individuals, communities and public resources
and assets be?
Lack of analysis of severity of impact is the key difference between our routine operational systems
and our investigations and legal processes. Aligning these processes is essential to ensure
consistency across our follow up framework.
When considering the severity of any particular outcome, we tend to focus on impacts to patients in
terms of their physical or psychological well being. This is of primary importance but tends to ignore
for example, longer term, public health and equal ity considerations. Table 6 is intended to trigger a
wider consideration. This enables us to identify others who can help to stimulate service
improvement (question 5). Our evaluation should cover all relevant impacts though we only need to
record those relating to safety and the most severe to support our evaluation. Impacts on
individuals, communities and public resources and assets fall into two categories:
failure to do good or prom ote well being or
•
detriment.
•
Table 6

P pes of impact to consider under
rJ cr pronrte
_
For example
_

Individuals:
• patients,
• carers,
• staff or
• visitors
Communities or groups of
people
Public resources and assets

Version 5.4

Increased social isolation
Increasing inequalities
Decreased independen ce

Increased population VI health
Increased population infection rates
Missed opportijirtty to make savings
Inappropriate opportunity costs (cost of what was not done)
Increased cost as a result of delay
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_

ex

_

T__-_--9
Individuals:
•
patients,
•
carers,
•
staff or
•
visitors

Physical or
psychological wellbeing

Dignity

Rights

Security of individuals
and property
Communities
or groups of
people

Public
resources and
assets

Public health
Equality and equity of
access to care or
treatrnent
Societal concerns
(originating from
public aversion to
characteristics of the
concern)
. _
Public resources and
assets

Commissioning
-, --,
Healthcare
comrnunity
sustainability
Delayed impacts

Version 5.4

injury or illness (physical or mental)
Reduced life expectancy
Impaired qual ity of life
Incapacity or disability
Unexpected or unn atural death
Unexpected clinical complication
Cornpromise to a person's self esteern
Distress & anxiety •
Heatthcare acquired infection
Delay or omission in implementation or review of,
treatment
Lack of assistance with basic needs e.g. feeding,
washing, dressing
Discomfort or embarrassrnent
Breach of privacy or confidentiality
Lack of engagement of family, friends and carers
Lack of informed consent to care or treatrn ent
Unreasonable restraint, seclusion or detention against will
without the proper legal processes and safeguards or with
incorrect compliance w[th these processes
Increased inconvenience or cost
Lack of engagement in care planning
Physical insecurity of individuals or property
Detained patients absent without leave
Abduction of vulnerable person
Contarnination by hazardous material
Spread of infectious disease
Lack of access to services
Lack of choice
Inequity of access
Fear of healthcare acqui red infection
Fear of loss of access to services
Loss of confidence by society in:
> the provisions and arrangements in place for
protecting people and;
> duty-holders ability to ensure well being.
Financial loss or poor value for money
Poor use of fixed assets
Unsustainable use of assets and resources
Poor use of "recycle, reduce, reuse° opportunities
Inadequate comrnissioning
,-I•nefficientor ineffective cornmissioning
Poor organisation financial standing
Inappropriate satisfaction of population healthcare needs
Lack of workforce planning or trai ning provision
Future poor clinical outcomes
Future poor heal th
Future delayed health irnprovernent

11

Whether formally recorded or informally considered, we are already using severity of impact to help
us decide whether or not, and h ow, to follow up a worry. This is probably the most judgemental
element of the evaluation of level of concern. Table 7 helps ensure consistency in this judgement.
NB the full wording for each prompt is included in table 2. Each has been sum marised or shortened
to fit into this table.
n4
Estifneb-Mhvër -

- - --- tiiét-concëm
,- __,

,
I Prom pts frOM4table

>

>

What proportion of
the group identified
might be influenced
How much treatment
or care?

> How will costs
change?

>

What effect will this
have on human
resources?

> WIll they or we have
adverse publicity?

_

Requiring tIme off work for >14
days

Increase In lenglii of hospital
stay by 1-3 days

Increase In length of hospItal
stay by 4 - 15 days

Increase In length of hospltal stay
by >15 days

<10% schedule slIppage

10-40% schedule slippage

>40% schedule slippage

10 — 50% of the group

>50% of the group

Moderate Injury requiring
professional Intervention

Major Injury leadIng to long term
incapacIty/disabIlIty or death

RIDDOR/agency reportable
Incident

MIsmanagement of patlent care
with long-term effects
Uncertaln delivery of key objeclive
/ loss of >0.5 per cent of
organisational budget

Loss of 0.1-0.25 per cent of
organIsational budget

Loss of 0 25-0.5 per cent qf
organisational budget

>10 per cent over project budget

<5 per cent over project budget

5-10 per cent over project
budget

or <3

.
< 10% of the group

Minor injury or Illness, requIrIng
mlnor interventIon

Failure to meet specificatIon

Late defivery of key
objective/servIce due to lack
of staff

Purchasers fanure to pay on
time/Loss of contract / payment by
results
Uncertain delIvery of key
objective/senrice due to lack of
staff

Unsafe stalfing level or
competence (>1 day)

Unsafe staffing level or
competence (>5 days)

Low staff morale

Loss of key staff

Poor staff attendance at
mandatory/ key tralnIng

No staff attendance mandatory
traIning ikey traInIng

LossAnterruption of >8 hours

Loss/interruptlon of >1 day

Loss/InterruptIon of >1 week

Local media coverage — shortterm reduclion In public
confidence

Local medla coverage — long
term reductIon in publIc
confldence

National medIa coverage wIth >3
days service well below
reasonable public expectatIon. MP
concerned (questIons In the
House)

Elements of public expectation
not being met

Low performance ratIng

Low staffing level that reduces
the service qualrly

> How will this impact
efficlency or
access?

-,

RequIring time off work for 4
- 14 days

RequirIng time off wo
days

> How long?

"1:'"

Total loss of publIc confidence
Clalm(s) between £10,000
and £100,000

increased
Clalm (s) >£10Q000
Claim less than £10,000
litigation impact on
Breach of legal requirement
the public purse?
Impact on envIronment
Wll there be any
>
Impact on environment
Natlonal impact on envIronment or
county-wIde or challengIng
restrIcted geographically or
environmental
impossible to overcome,
to
overcome
easily overcome
impact?
rnino
NB: our threshold for minor' is equivalent to es neg igi e
equivalent to the NPSA's 'major' + 'catastrophic'. The NPSA have no definition for serious untoward incident
but our threshold for 'rnajor' would normally be considered to be equivalent.
>

WIll
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Vulnerability modification
The healthcare comrniseion has specific responsibilities in relation to safeguarding children and
vulnerable adults. Therefore, this frarnework requires specific consideration of the vulnerability of
the population affected by the source of concern. Again, this is not new: at it's simplest, we are often
less willing to accept documentary evidence or telephone follow up where patients are in a
vulnerable positron (as in mental health establishments).
In every instance we need to consider whether the people whose health, well being and assets are
affected by the source of the concern are in any Way vulnerable e.g. as a result of disability,
language barriers, dependence on service provision, age (children and older peo ple), or mental
capacity etc. If they are, our estimate of severity must be modified according to table 8:
Vu/nerabi/itv modification uestion 4
o,, d
eve
,•-.,

Table 8

__

•
>

7.

Are the people affected by
the concern particularly
vulnerable?

Yes but they can express
thernselves deady and/or
are not totally dependent on
the seryice

Yes but they find it diflicult
to express thernselves
dearly and/or they are
partially dependent on the
sendce

nside
eveti

__

ir
e - - L,

Yes and they cannot
express them selves at all
and/or theare
y
fully
dependent on the serylce

How concerned are we, the regulator, about this?

Having described and evaluated the potential irnpacts that the source of concern may have on
individuals, communities and public resources and assets, the next step in our evaluation grades
the level of concern. Based upon this, we can explain our response as a regulator and enable
appropriate follow up. The agreed follow up is recorded in a regulatory plan.
Once the organisation has been informed of our plan of action (documented in a regulatory plan), it
will be published on the healthcare cornmission and the concordat websites. That is, once any
information gathering activity or enforcernent action outside 'business as usual' is implemented (e.g.
when an investigation is announced, or an improvement notice is issued) the record of the plan
agreed is published.
Question 5: what action could be taken by whom to ensure improyement?
Establish the level of concern by mapping the judgements made above on likelihood (as modified by
the confidence consideration) and severity (as modified by the vulnerability consideration) against
on the axes of table 9. Read across and down to the point where the judgements intersect to identify
the level of concern.
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Gradinq the leVel of concern (question 5)

Table 9

Affel'Or'
nat-rcerrii

Minor

Rare

Business as usual

Unlikely

Minor
Concern

Possible

Almost certain

Depending on the level of concern we are requi red to undertake appropriate activity or use
appropriate enforcement powers or levers for improvement to follow up the concern. Table 10
defines the levels of follow up action available to us.
f follow tin action

A

Xav

E or

y-

s,E=

=

--- -

-

-*

__

--.-L.L.:-.

Maintain pressure on
healthcare organisation's
action plan implementation
Take action to mitigate risk,
normal priority: we think it
will improve if we, or others
recommend they take action
Take action to mitigate risK
.
high priority: we think it will
improve if we, or others
require healthcare
—',; organisation to take action

BOsineSS:
,.esUS01 .^
' ^
Minor
concern

Take action to mitigate risk,
urgent priority: we think we,
or others need to take
enforcement action to make
sure it improves or close it
down

orprP_‘.-le rn

e

Business as usual

No concern

Level 1

Discuss & agree with line manager.
Document it, ificlude in the report with an
appropriate follow up plan.

Level 2

Raise the issue with senior provider staff on
site. Discuss & agree planned regulatory
action with own line manager. Ask for
confirmation that it's been addressed within
a month. Document it including the follow
up plan agreed on site and any further
reeulato action necessa
Discuss & agree action with ownlavailable
line manager while stAl on site. Detail
concern to senior provider staff on site.
Check that it's been addressed before you
leave the site if it can be. Document it
including the follow up plan agreed on site
and any further regulatory action
necessary.

Level 3

The healthcare commission's legal responsibilities and responsibi lities of other agencies provide
different levers to enable improvement at each of these levels. Tables 11 and 12 of this guidance
help us identify where it may be useful to share our evaluation of the level of concern with others:
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•

•

Table 11 identifies where others may have historical information, or may be able to obtain more
information using their activ ities to enable us to get a fuller, more rounded picture of the
concern. These activities also enable collection of evidence to support use of enforcement
powers or levers for improvement.
Table 12 identifies where others may have levers for improvement or enforcement powers that
may help improve safety, well being and effective service delivery.
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Table 11

Activities to enable exercise of powers by the healthcare commission and partner organisations

Gaps and alternatives to be completed at a workshop with partner organisations
011

reviews and
studies

tand
•annual health check
•inspection
*engagement3

inspection
*engagement3

*engagement
following
action

*engagement
following
recommend-

planninq

intervention
initial
considerations

*unregistered
•annual self
provider log
assessment
•RAR
*engagement3
• inspection &
report
engagement3
*engagement
following
requirements or
concerns

ations

engagement
following
improvement
notice

*serve a notice
on a person
*engagement
following Reg
51

*improvement
notice

*evidence
gathering to
enable Civil
and/or Criminal
action

investigation where worries meet investigation cnteria

3 Engagement may be any form of communication
Version 5.4
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*evidence
gathering to
enable Ctvil
and/or Criminal
action

*evidence
gathering to
enable
prohibition
notice or
prosecution

*engagement3

Table 12

Enforcement powers and levers for irnprovement avallable to the healthcare commission and partner organisations

Gaps and alternatives to be completed at a workshop with partner organisations

21212,

1[111,„,

di1,1;1;

Busiçiess

Miner •
concern

!ilan improvement process

eln = rbrmai

WO1N11.14

*requirernent
to put in place
an action plan
*issue
notification
letter

*recommendations

*requirement to
make
irnprovernents

.

=irnprovement
recornmendnotice
'11.1 ij ations'
following an
intervention or
initial
consideration
recommendation to SoS or to Monitor to take special measures

*reg 51 - statutory
notice of
requirements

*improvement
notice

Civii

*prohibition
notice
*prosecution

Civil
• remove change or *injunction
Impose concittion
on registration
Criminal
*cancel
*prosecution
registration
• issue simple
caution
Criminal

*prosecutlon
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Using this kam ework as a basis for working with others
Throughout this document we have emphasised the necessity of ensuring that others can relate to
our analysis. Using tables 11 and 12 we have identified who else may be interested in the worry and
may be able to help ensure safety, well being and effective service improvernent. Both risk summits
(external people) and case conferences (internal people) are held as and when concerns arise
which would benefit from consideration or partnership with others.
These events (meetings or teleconferences as appropriate) have a threefold purpose:
•
they enable data sharing at a local level
•
they enable discussion about a pa rticular concern, or a series of particular concerns
•
they enable agreem ent of joint regulatory plans at a local level.
Looking back to Figure 1, Risk Summits or Case Conferences provide some structure for
FEEDBACK, ADVICE & DISCUSSION WITH OTHERS.
Planned risk summits, triggered risk summits and case conferences are defined in the glossary at
annex D. Guidance on organis ing a risk summit or a case conference, and respondin g to invitations
to attend one is given separately.
It is important to remember to apply the Information Framework and if necessary, liaise with the
Information Governance team when dealing with external bodies to ensure that the commission
does not breach any information law requirements.
The record of our input to either process is the organisational risk profile and the record of the
agreed outcome is the regulatory record and plan (Annex C).

8.

Record of consideration

We could probably identify a wide range of answers to the question "what does it mean to
individuals, communities and public resources and assets?" each more or less likely to actually
happen. I n order to limit our consideration, we only need to identify and record:
the highest risk along each axis of evaluation i.e.
•
— the most likely impact of the concern and how severe that is, and
— the most severe impact of the concern and how likely that is
and any safety risks.
•
Record keeping requi rements are often different depending on the proces s within the health care
commission within which the evaluation is taking place e.g. investigations, assessment of IH
organisations, issue of regulation 51 notices etc. These are normally embedded into individual
workstream processes.
Unless otherwise stated, for individual concerns
•
the template for consideration of level of individual concerns (Annex A) provides the record of
our decision making process.
the template regulatory plan for individual concerns (Annex B) provides the record of our
•
regulatory plan.
In addition, all healthcare organisations will have:
•
an organisational risk profile (sections B to D of Annex C or equivalent for non NHS
organisations) and
•
a regulatory record and plan (section E of Annex C or equivalent for non NHS organisations).
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These providelhe record of our decision making process across a healthcare organisation, a group
of organisations or a geographical area. They enable identification of clusters of concerns and
provide a record of information gathered at a risk sum mit or a case conference.
The amount recorded must provide an appropriate audit trail. This is not defined explicitly here. The
balance between provision of detail and time constraints will be for quality assurance processes to
determine. However, table 13 provides some guidelines.
Table 13
;01CrêgiEdh:-,»-' -

Guidance on contents of records
=

1 what is worrying
us?

L.
—
> Describe the concern or list failures, non-

-Reco-rd

>

2 how likely is it that
individuals,
communities and
public resources and
assets will be affected
as a result of this?
3 how confident are
we that the necessary
improvements are
being appropriately
made?
4 how severe would
the impacts on
individuals,
communities and
public resources and
assets be?
5 what action could
be taken by whom to
ensure improvement?

>
>
>

compliances, breaches, offences
Describe briefly nature of information upon
which the consideration is being made (a
range from complete to patchy and current
to old)
Summarise local feedback
Describe briefly considerations in relation
to the prompts in the guidance
Judge what is likely to happen and grade
that using the likelihood grading

> Describe briefly considerations in relation
>
>
>
>
>
>

to the prompts in the guidance
Review the likelihood judgement made in
question 2 and if necessary modify the
grading
Describe briefly considerations in relation
to the prompts in the guidance
Specifically describe vulnerability modifier
and it's effect on severity
Judge the potential impacts and grade
them using the severity grading
Bring together the modified likelihood and
severity judgements to grade level of
concern
Describe briefly considerations in relation
to the prompts in the guidance

70-efFielii--gian-,t

Organisational rating —
weak, fair, good or excellent
(NHS only at the moment)

Likelihood — rare, unlikely,
possible, likely or almost
certain

Confidence — not confident,
confident, very confident
Modified likelihood — rare,
unlikely, possible, likely or
almost certain
Severity — minor, moderate
or major
NB note also modification to
reflect vulnerability of those
affected
Level of concern — business
as usual, minor concern,
concern and serious
concern
Plan to ensure
improvement in safety, well
being and service provision

Quality control of these decisions is carried out at national risk panels and quality assurance at
regional risk panels. At the root of this analysis is the question "what does it mean to individuals,
communities and public resources and assets?" Therefore, it may be appropriate for patient and
public representatives to be part of this quality assurance process.
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